
WE WERE FORTUNATE TO VISIT THE SHEKA KAWO
Kamina Farm in Ethiopia last February. Incidentally, 
this was Blueprint Coffee’s last origin trip before 
the pandemic ruled out international travel for the 
foreseeable future. While there was no sense of what 
truly lay ahead, this trip was both enlightening and 
profound for several significant reasons. 

Kawo Kamina (pronounced kay-o kah-mina) 
is located across the river from Kaffa, which is 
recognized as the native, genetic home of Arabica 
coffee and the origin of the word “coffee” itself. All of 
the farm’s coffee is planted but would grow naturally. 
This is referred to as a semi-forest coffee. Wild, 
naturally-grown coffee represents genetic diversity 
that is unique to western Ethiopia — making it critical 
to the future survival of the coffee plant.

After harvest, the coffee cherries are dried at the 
farm using the natural process, then trucked to the 
dry mill for final hulling, sorting, and polishing. All 
entities are operated by Moplaco, a respected coffee 
exporting company in Ethiopia, owned by Heleanna 
Georgalis. Heleanna inherited Moplaco after the 
sudden death of her father. Under her leadership, 
Moplaco is pursuing farm-level quality and 
traceability. This is fairly unprecedented in Ethiopia, 
where coffee origins were often limited to a region 
until more recent years. 

Even without traceability, the quality of Ethiopia’s 
coffee is unique and immense. This farm-specific lot 
from Kawo Kamina is a capstone of the movement 
towards greater transparency, and we feel privileged 
to serve it in our coffee bars. Anticipate a bright, 
sweet cup with deep berry flavor.  
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ABOVE: The semi-wild coffee trees were in 
full bloom during our visit to the Sheka Kawo 
Kamina Farm.
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COUNTRY:  Ethiopia

PRODUCER: Kawo Kamina

REGION: Masha, Sheka

ALTITUDE:  1750 — 1950 MASL

PROCESS: Natural

HARVEST:  October — December 2019

VARIETIES:   74110, 7454, Heirloom

SOURCING Kawo Kamina (Farm & Station) 
PARTNERS: Moplaco (Dry Mill & Exporter) 

 CCS (Importer)
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SUGGESTED PARAMETERS

DRIP RATIO: 1: 16.5

ESPRESSO RATIO: 1: 2.25

WE TASTE: chocolate ganache,  
 blackberry, grape,   
 black currant, 
 tobacco, dessert wine

ABOVE:  An organic garden produces 
food available to anyone who 
works at or visits the farm. In the 
distance, the sun rises over the 
hills of Kaffa.


